Designed by Don Featherstone in 1957 to grace the front lawns of suburban America, the pink plastic lawn flamingo quickly became a familiar feature of the American landscape. While it was intended as a seasonal item with a relatively short shelf-life, the flamingo has been the lawn ornament industry's best-selling item for the past forty years.
produce lawn flamingos, it is the producer of the original Featherstone bird-which today comes in its own retro-style collector's box bearing the artist's signature.Â lthough millions of plastic lawn ornaments sell each year channeled directly to the masses through chain stores such as Sears, K-Mart, Montgomery Wards, Target, and Stuarts-the industry remains relatively small. There are only four companies producing such items in the United States and Canada and they sell almost entirely to a North American market. Union Products is the largest of these four. And due to the intensity of Featherstone's activity during his forty-two year tenure as the company's only artist, he alone has been largely responsible for populating our yards with these familiar manufactured vernacular creatures.
Among others, his oeuvre of sculpture includes the all-time favorite flluminated flying reindeer, the toy Christmas soldiers, the swan and donkey planters, and the mother duck with baby ducklings. He is the creative individual behind what is typically assumed to be an anonymous plastic phenomenon. While supervising a workshop of 200 people, he responds to the demands of both consumer and dealer.
Despite mass-production, Featherstone creates images directly for his clients, modifying his products according to their demands, needs, and traditionsat times even re-articulating regionalized trends into national phenomena. For example, when the NAACP voiced their concern that the skin color of the Black Santa Claus was too light, Featherstone created a Santa with a darker face. In 1993 when a group of Massachusetts feminists argued that the domestic imaging of Santa's wife sweeping was oppressive, Featherstone removed Mrs.
Claus' broom. He created the blue flamingo in the late 1980's for the residents of towns where the pink flamingo had been banned by neighborhood beautification committees and aesthetic watch groups. In 1996 he introduced the Snowmingo, a white flamingo which could be purchased during the winter season when stores refused to market the warm-weather pink one. Multicolored plastic "granny fannies" were created to capitalize on the wide-spread popularity of home-painted plywood and pressed-board cut-outs depicting women bending over exposing their bloomers. Similarly, in 1994 Featherstone created plastic eggs with built-in loops to facilitate the creation of "egg trees"a long-standing Easter tradition in areas of German settlement which had begun to gain popularity elsewhere across the country. Finally, in 1996 he introduced unpainted "concrete-colored" decorations which imitated the appearance of the much loved concrete lawn ornament yet without its inconvenient permanence (the weight of these objects precluded the arrangement of seasonal tableaux) and relatively high-cost.
Also influencing the design process is the "buyer"the individual who contracts to purchase lawn ornaments for retail store chains at the annual trade shows. These shows serve as immense art galleriesvenues where artists and manufacturers such as Featherstone and Union Products can display their work to potential clients.'^Logically, these buyers/dealers are key to the successful mass-dissemination of the image.
They not only make purchases for an entire chain of stores, but they provide Featherstone with suggestions as to how to change old products and create new ones. In their capacity to analyze how products sell, they are able to alert Featherstone to changing trends such as color and subject preferences, as well Placed in carefully constructed groupings which were meant to entertain, astonish, and amuse, plastic lawn decorationsa more affordable variation of the Victorian cast iron and even rarer aluminum lawn artcontributed to the genre of sculpture which celebrated the playful relationship between artifice and nature.-^Y et, more than the fine pedigree, its multivalent and multifunctional nature is the secret to its success. The flamingo is simultaneously an object of celebration, derision, and hatred. While passionate lawn ornament fans carefully create elaborate front-yard tableaux ( Corporation have even begun to capitalize on the high visibility and common language of the plastic bird by using its image to sell merchandiseas was evident in the advertising of the Saturn SCI in 1996.
Featherstone never envisioned that his flamingo would serve as a vehicle for the expression of such diverse interests. It was certainly not designed with that in mind. Nor did he ever predict its fame. Neither Union Products, nor the stores which sell these flamingos, have ever mounted an advertising campaign. For that reason these ornaments are a consumer culture anomalythey are a commercial success without the aid of commercialization. Stories Perhaps for a variety of reasons, the design of the pink flamingo has been overlooked in discussions of art production. In its material, color and technology, the lawn ornament is unlike traditionally-studied fine art. Made from inexpensive plastic, it appears tawdry to manyfar from being the precious product of delicate, labor-intensive craftsmanship. Perceived as ugly, if not offensive by the historians of taste, its merit as a form of visual culture has remained largely unrecognized. Its ephemeral nature has also perhaps precluded it from entering into the mainstream art historical discourse. And unlike the studied art of the cultural elite, lawn ornaments are the vernacular art of working-and middle-class yards. In its replication through mass-production, the lawn ornament initially appears anonymous and ordinary. For a discussion on the plastic industry see Jeffrey L. Meikie, American Plastic: a Cultural History (New Brunswick, 1995) .
"^In the past few years there have been several good studies on the development of the yard surrounding the single-family detached house. See for example, Virginia Scott Jenkins, The Lawrt. A History of an American Obsession (Washington, D.C., 1994) . For a discussion of the commercialization of holidays in the United States beginning in the late nineteenth century, the role of various industries in promoting the celebration of holidays, and the opportunities these holidays provided for the creation of new consumer goods see, Leigh Eric Schmidt, "The Commercialization of the Calendar:
American Holidays and the Culture of Consumption, 1870-1930," The journal of American History, December 1991, Vol. 78, pp. 887-916. For a discussion of grottos, see e.g. Naomi Miller, Heavenly Caves. Reflections on the Garden Grotto (New York, 1982) .
